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Forensic art is the utilization of
artistic methods and techniques to aid in
legal procedures leading to the
identification, apprehension, or conviction
of criminal offenders, or any art that aids
in the identification of unknown deceased
persons (Taylor 2001). There are four
categories of forensic art that can be
performed by either a forensic
anthropologist or a forensic artist (Taylor
2001). These categories are composite
imagery, image identification,
demonstrative evidence and the
reconstruction and post-mortem
identification aids. Facial reconstruction
is used in the image identification of
criminals and victims as well as for post-
mortem identification purposes. Facial
reconstruction is a way to present visual
information about an unknown individual
in order to stimulate the general public
into recognizing the person and lead to
the discovery of new evidence.
When all other efforts are
exhausted in establishing the positive
identification of an unidentified person, a
facial reconstruction of the skull is often
employed (Rogers 1987). Facial
reconstruction, whether drawn, sculpted,
superimposed or computer generated
from skeletalized remains, gives a face to
the faceless (Taylor 2001). The aims of
facialreconstruction are to create an in vivo
countenance of an unknown individual,
normally when no other identifying
evidence is available (Tyrrell et aL 1997).
Facial reconstruction is often the final
consideration for fmding the identification
of an unknown individual, and, since the
facial reconstruction cases are often done
as a last resort for the difficult cases,
chances for positive identification are very
low from the onset (Reichs 1998).
Nevertheless, the reconstruction of the
face on the skull has proven to be
successful in many cases and with the
exploration of computer-assisted imaging,
the capabilities of facial reconstruction are
expanding (Reichs 1998). This paper will
discuss the historical developments of
facialreconstruction leading to the various
techniques employed today. It will also
outline some concerns about the validity
of facial reconstruction and evidence of
positive identification when using this
technique. Facial reconstruction will only
ever produce images that are a gross
approximation of the original; however,
through well developed techniques which
are being built upon with every
reconstruction, the degree of error is




Historically, the use of facial
reconstruction has been used to build
faces from archaeological skulls of known
individuals or of a typical individual from
a specific period of time (Hunter et aL
1996). One of the first recorded facial
reconstructions is that of the famous
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composer, Johann Sabastian Bach, by a
German anatomist named Wilhelm His
(Rhine 1998). This reconstruction was
done in 1895, and was noted by those
who saw it to have a striking resemblance
to both a portrait and a bust of the great
musician. His' work was built upon the
1883 analysis and data of soft facialtissue
depths by Welcker, a German physiologist
and anatomist (Stoney and Koelmeyer
1999:49). Welcker obtained his collection
of tissue depths by inserting a small blade
in to the facial tissue of cadavers at
selected anthropometric landmarks and
measuring the depth of penetration
(Tyrrell et aL 1997). Through the
technique of tissue depth measurements,
Welcker produced reconstructions of
Schiller, Kant, and Dante. During the late
1880s and early 1890s, His further refined
Welcker's facial reconstruction technique
by inserting a thin sharp needle with a
small piece of rubber on the tip rather
than a wider blade therefore reducing the
error of tissue distortion (Vanezis and
Vanezis 2000). With these first attempts
at fmding facial soft tissue depths, a long
history of research in to quantifying the
relationship between these soft tissuesand
the underlying skeletal structure emerged
with the express purpose of refming facial
reconstructions (Tyrrell et aL 1997: 653-
654).
In the late 1890s, Kollman and
Buchly (1898) studied 45 Caucasianmales
and 8 Caucasian females to create mean
values for tissue depth. These findings
were found to be consistent with His'
work and are still considered today to be
the standard recommendation depths for
reconstructions on Caucasian individuals
(Vanezis and Vanezis 2000: 198).
Development of Forensic Facial
Reconstruction
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Although widely known, facial
reconstruction was not extensivelyutilized
as a forensic tool until the mid 1900s,
when it was used along with
superimposition of photographs to
identify victims of World War II
concentration camps (Taylor2001). Clyde
Snow, an American forensic
anthropologist, built upon the earlier
attempts of facial reconstruction and has
successfullyaided in the identification of
the skeletalremains of Dr. Josef Mengele,
a Nazi war criminal who fled to Brazil,
and many of the victims of the Oklahoma
bombing (Current Biography 1997). With
the collaboration of Medical Illustrator,
Betty Pat Gatliff, Snow produced a test of
22 reconstructions, 19 of which were
correctly identified (Gatliff and Snow
1970). Through testing of facial
reconstruction, Wilton Marion Krogman
(1946) formulated five general principles
to standardize the methods of
reproducing the soft tissues of the face.
He defined the principles of the relation
of the eyeball to the orbit, the shape of
the tip of the nose, the location of the ear,
the width of the mouth and the length of
the ear (Tyrrellet aL 1997:654). Although
Krogman himself did not think that these
definitions alone could aid the
reconstructor in producing an accurate
facial reconstruction, it has been argued
that he standardized the most important
areaswhich allowed for the recognition of
an individuals facial features (Tyrrell et aL
1997: 654). According to Stephan and
Henneberg (2001:432) the entire purpose
of forensic facial reconstruction is to lead
to the recognition of the person to whom
the skull belonged. Therefore, the
principles that Krogman had identified
could directlylead to the recognition of an
unidentified person.
In the last few decades, many
advances have been made in tissue depth
analysis; Dumont (1986) created a
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database of the facial depth in children,
and Vanezis (2000) and Ubelaker (1992)
have attempted to use computer generated
imagerywhich has the advantage of speed,
accuracy and lack of subjectivity. Over
time, the interest of facial reconstruction
has moved from the historical to the
contemporary. Where once people
flocked to see historical figures brought
back to life, people are now asking
forensic anthropologists and/or forensic
artists to put faces back on those to whom




The technique of photographic
superimposition is employed in situations
when an investigation suggests the
likelihood that a set of remains relates to a
particular missing person for whom
photographs are available, but positive
identification has not yet been established
(Ubelaker 1992). In such cases, images of
the skull can be compared with the
submitted photographs to establish the
probability of identification (Ubelaker
1992).
The first recorded report of a
positive identification by the use of
photographic superimposition was in
India in 1960 (Ubelaker and Scammell
1992). In this instance, a passport photo
was found on the body. A photograph
was taken of the skull and anthropometric
siteswere mapped out on it. Investigators
were able to compare particular landmarks
on both the passport photo and the photo
of the skull using the techniques of
superimposition. The marked sites on the
two pictures matched perfectly, therefore
identifying the man and leading to an
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investigation, which in turn, lead to the




been in constant use since the 1960s, it
cannot be done on any unidentified
human skull. Photographic
superimposition requires additional
circumstantial evidence, such as dental
records or DNA evidence, in order to
establish a link between an unidentified
skull and the suggested linking photo
(Tyrrell et al 1997). Another problem
with photographic superimposition is that
pliotographs are almost always deviated
from a strict facial or lateral view
(Krogman 1962). Therefore, it is only as
long as you have an idea of who the
unidentified person may be, and a
photograph of the person in the correct
position, that you are able to use
superimposition as an identification tool.
For this reason, superimposition is often
used as the final identification, after a
three dimensional reconstruction and any
other evidence has been used giving the
skull a tentative identification (Hunter et
al1996: 129).
The use of video superimposition
provides an impartial method for
comparison between the three-
dimensional facial reconstruction and the
individual in a given photograph (Stoney
and Koelmeyer 1999). In this method,
individualvideo cameras are focused onto
many different images that can then be
merged and displayed on a computer
screen (Stoney and Koelmeyer 1999). In
1982, Koelmeyer used this type of
superimposition to positively identify the
remains of a missing individual (Stoney
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and Koelmeyer 1999). He reconstructed
the left side of the unidentified skull and
superimposed the comparison photo on
the right. Therefore he had the imagesof
the 3-D reconstruction, the
superimposition and the actual skull to
compare the positions and sizes of facial
features (Stoney and Koelmeyer 1999).
This type of identification avoids a
problem found in 3-D reconstruction,
namely the addition of hairstyle or other
outside factors. In using photographic
superimposition, this variable is supplied
by the photograph used in the
companson.
Like with photographic
superimpOSiTIOn,the use of this type of
identification has caused controversies to
arise. Many of these concerns involve
technicalitieswith the manipulation of the
computer graphics causing inaccurate
identifications (Taylor 2001). It is
important to note that regardless of the
technique one uses for superimposition,
you must consider the positioning of the
individual in the photograph and the
subsequent distortion factors caused by
the different angles of the skulls (Taylor
2001). These are the defining limits for
concluding a possible match or exclusion
and can often lead to an imprecise final
reconstruction (Taylor 2001: 479). These
controversies have caused
superimposition, whether it is photo or
video, to become more of a tool to assist
in a more accurate identification once a
tentative identification has already
occurred (Taylor 2001).
There are several techniques used
today to produce two-dimensional
reconstructions of the face. One method
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developed by Evenhouse (1992)used the
idea that the individualidentity of a face is
the direct result of the scale, position, and
the ratio of facial features relative to one
another. Since the relative positions of
facial features are dictated by the skull,
Evenhouse hypothesized that an
individual's face could be formed by
substituting an "average" face onto the
skull. Evenhouse (1992) collected the
facialfeatures from five Caucasianwomen
in their twenties and merged the
individualfeatures in to an "average" face.
Using 37 soft-tissue depth markers the
"average face was computer-generated
onto a known skull (Stoney and
Koelmeyer 1999). The face produced by
the computer was a surprisingly good
visual match to the original photograph
and also many of the anthropometric
landmarks were comparable (Stoney and
Koelmeyer 1999: 56). Evenhouse (1992)
suggests that with further research on
tissue depth measurements, as well as
more detailed averaging of the facial
features, his technique could be developed
in to a useful tool in the identification
process (Stoneyand Koelmeyer 1999).
Another method of two-
dimensional reconstruction is preparing
drawings from radiographs and or tracing
over lateral craniographs. Ubelaker (1992)
has employed the use of the drawing
approach quite successfully over the past
two decades with the help of various
artists from the American Federal Bureau
of Investigation (FBI) (Ubelaker and
O'Donnell 1992). Together, the forensic
anthropologist and the artist combine
their knowledge to choose the facial
features that best correspond to the
anthropologist's analysis of age, sex, racial
affinity, and body type of the unidentified
skull, as well as the proportions dictated
by the use of known tissue depth
measurements. The artist draws the face
using the depth markers and the chosen
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features as guidelines and the
anthropologist does a final check on the
accuracy of the anatomical features.
When the two professionals combine their
skills, this method has been shown to be
rapid, economical and accurate in
determining identification (Ubelaker and
O'Donnell 1992).
According to Reichs (1998), 3-D
facial reconstruction is one of the most
subjective aspects of forensic
anthropology. It is a combination of art
and science that is directly dependent on
the ability of the artist to accurately
produce the picture of the livingfrom the
anatomy of the dead.
Clay reconstruction is one of the
most commonly used forms of facial
approximation in the identification
process. However, these reconstructions
are often consuming and regularlyrequire
the expertise of both a forensic
anthropologist and a visual artist (Rogers
1987). The anthropologist must be
familiarwith the facialmusculature, bone
structure and the tissue depth measuring
techniques,while the artist must be willing
to work to close dimensions in clay
modelling using scientific accuracy rather
than an artistic flare (Rogers 1987:59).
Before a reconstruction can be
started, the skull must be complete. If
there are any elements broken or missing,
such as teeth it may be necessary to
restore the missing piece or pieces in
order to correctly reconstruct the
dimensions of the face (Rogers 1987).
One of the most important things to
remember is that when viewing a person
in life, his or her head is held at a
particular angle. To recreate the position
that most closelyapproximates the natural
position of the head in life, the
anthropological standard used is calledthe
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Frankfort Horizontal Plane. By sculpting
the reconstruction in this position, it
decreases the chance of distortion in both
the creation and the identification
processes. In the next step of clay
reconstruction, using the classic standards
set out by early facial reconstructors, such
as Welcker (1883), His (1895), Kollman
and Buchly (1898), and other
measurements done by Krogman (1946)
and Snow (1970), specific land marks on
the surface of the skull must be mapped
out and tissue depth markers must be
attached to create the correct dimensions
of the face (Rogers 1987: 60). The gaps
between the markers are then filled with
clay until the entire surface is covered
(K'rogman 1946). The fine features such
as, the lines around the mouth and eyes,
eyelashes,and skin texture then are added
to give the clay surface life like details
(Ubelakerand O'Donnell 1992).
Another popular method devised by
Mikail Gerasimov (1971), is the
anatomical method in which the muscles
are defined and laid down individually in
clay on to the skull in order to flesh out
the face; therefore, there is no use of the
tissue depth markers. According to
Gerasimov (1971), the reconstruction of
the head from the skull takes place in two
distinct phases. These phases include the
reproduction of the head itself and then
the modelling of the facial features
(Gerasimov 1971:53). To Gerasimov, the
most important part of the reconstruction
was the representation of the musculature,
and he stated that the muscles of the neck,
face and head are highly recognizable and
can be determined by the shape of the
skull (Gerasimov 1971: 53). Gerasimov
suggests for the second phase that training
and long experience is essential because
this phase is the reconstruction of the
facial features themselves. The creation
of the nose, mouth, eyes and ears require
knowledge of underlying facial structure
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as well as artlsttc skill in order to be
accurately reproduced. In a later study,
Stoney and Koelmeyer (1999:51) add that
it is important to include the
reconstruction of the neck as well as the
face because it has been shown to affect
the appearance of the lower jaw.
As with all body features, there are
variations within the face that are
determined by age, sex and race which
pose large problems when trying to
position features onto the face (Stoney
and Koeimeyer 1999). These problems
can lead to an inaccuracy in the facial
reproduction of individuals (Ubelaker and
O'Donnell 1992). Ubelaker and
O'Donnell (1992) state that the growth of
the face alters tissue thickness during the
ageing process. When reconstructing the
nose, Ubelaker and O'Donnell (1992)
assert that although the height and length
can be predicted from the skeletal
features, the nasal depth and the soft
tissue thickness are influenced by age and
that there really is no way to predict what
form the tip of the nose may take.
Krogman (1986) suggests that there are
rules to predict nose width, lip width and
thickness and the size of the ear.
Once the face has been
reconstructed, it is then photographed and
the pictures are sent to the appropriate
investigators in order to begin the
identification process. When
reconstructing a face from a skull, the
sculptor must utilize all information given
to him or her by the anthropologist.
Although the task of the sculptor is great,
he or she must draw upon experience to
try and avoid distortions of information
and to create a realistic representation of
the unidentified individual.
With the technology currently
available, there has been an attempt at
three-dimensional computer imaging. The
purpose of computerized three-
dimensional reconstructions is to generate
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an image to present to the general public
via the mass media to provoke the
recognition of an unidentified individual
(Tyrrell et al 1997). Using Computed
Tomography Imaging (CT Scans) to
record facial depths, a database can be
established, and a computer-generated
facial reconstruction can be produced
(Tyrrell et al 1997). The computerized
three-dimensional reconstruction creates a
matrix of latitudes and longitudes creating
a 'wire frame' that is the foundation for
the facial reconstruction (Tyrrell et al
1997). Individual facial features are then
chosen by the computer program
according to the multiple dimensions of
the face (Tyrrell et al 1997).According to
Ubelaker and O'Donnell (1992: 158), the
computer system allows for multiple
retouching capabilities which enables the
forensic anthropologist and/or forensic
artist to produce many different images of
the same skull but with changing
hairstyles, eye colour and any other facial
feature in order to stimulate the
recognition of an unknown person.
Ubelaker and O'Donnell (1992) state that
the advantages of computer imaging over
traditional 2-D reconstructions and 3-D
clay reconstructions are the elimination of
photography, which can cause distortion;
the ability to quickly adjust the size and
proportion of the reproduction; the ability
to easily store and reproduce images for
comparison; and the ability to partially
remove the soft tissue at various points to
compare to the skeletal structure
(Ubelakerand O'Donnell 1992).
It is maintained that little is known
about the exact nature of the relationship
between the hard and soft tissues of the
human face. Although many techniques
have been developed, there is a debate
over the usefulness of the tissue depth
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measurements done on cadavers (Tyrrell et
al. 1997: 653). Tyrrell's study (1997)
compiled two main problems underlying
facial reconstruction, both of which have
to do with the depth marker
measurements. The first major problem
with tissue depth measurement is the
misalignment between the palpated
landmarks on the faces of cadavers and
the actual landmarks on the skull. Not
only are these landmarks easily misread,
but there is also the chance of a
calculation error when transferring the
data onto the empty skull.However, it has
been suggested that when referring to the
relationship and location of landmarks
between the skull and face, it is still
possible to create an identifiable
reconstruction because it appears that to a
certain degree, the human eye does not
perceive small deviations of facial features
(Vanezis and Vanezis 2000). It has also
been suggested that the degree to which a
face is recognizable is based on distinctive
facial features that differ with each
individual and that it is the combination
of these features with many others that
make it recognizable as its own (Vanezis
and Vanezis 2000: 202).
Another problem pointed out by
Tyrrell and his colleagues, is the distortion
factor of the soft tissue during the
measurement procedure because of the
poor relationship between cadaver tissue
and living tissue (1997: 654). Cadavers
can suffer from distortion caused by
drying and embalming or even by the act
of death itself (Tyrrell et aL 1997). To
correct this, a less invasive procedure
must be used, such as in the three-
dimensional computer-assisted
reconstructions which use CT scans to
obtain tissue depth markers or by using
the "average" face method developed by
Evenhouse (1992). Not only are the CT
scan measurements done using a precise
medical instrument, they can also be done
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on livingpeople, therefore registering the
soft tissue of the face and the bony
features of the skull simultaneously
without any possible distortion of the
tissue other than natural variation
(Vanezisand Vanezis2000:203).
Until recently, there had been no
real evaluationof the facialreconstruction
methods. In an early study, Snow (1970)
claims an identification rate of above
chance rates. In Snow's study (1970)
assessorswere asked to identify a 3-D clay
reconstruction by comparing the facial
approximation to a range of seven
different ante-mortem photographs (Snow
et aL 1970). Out of 200 assessors, Snow's
experiment showed a true positive
identification rate of 68% for the male
reconstructions but out of 102 assessors
of female· reconstructions, Snow's
identification rate was only 26% (Snow et
aL 1970). Although the success rate for
female recognition was low, Stephan and
Henneberg (2001) claim along with Snow
that the high percentage of recognition in
the male approximations indicates that 3-
D sculpting is fairly accurate. In 1993,
Helmer et aL (1993) performed a double
blind study on 12 skulls. With the aid of
two reconstructors, 24 3-D clay facial
reproductions were completed and
compared to known photographs.
Assessors evaluated the reconstructions
on a scale of 'great resemblance' to 'no
resemblance'. The results demonstrated
that, 38% of the reconstructions showed
close resemblance to the original, 17%
approximate resemblance, 42% slight
resemblance, and in one case there was
found to be no resemblance (Helmer
1993). It was also concluded that the
reconstructions reflected the correct age,
sex and facial profile view of all the
individuals, but in the individual frontal
features, such as the eyes, nose and
mouth, there was considerable variation
(Vanezis and Vanezis 2000). Hairstyles
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for each individual were known by
Helmer and provided to the
reconstructors. Without this information,
the accuracy may have been further
reduced (Stoney and Koelmeyer 1999).
This study did not provide conclusive
proof of positive identification and to
compensate for this, Helmer (1993) stated
that a facial reconstruction can only reveal
what the face may have looked like and
that facial sculpture is a last-ditch effort
when other identifying techniques such as
fingerprinting and DNA evidence have
been unsuccessful. Although
identification is not guaranteed in every
case as long as the reconstruction is done
as accurately as possible within the
limitations of the technique, it generally is
worth a try in order to gain an
identification (Stoney and Koelmeyer
1999: 55). Through this blind experiment,
it has been argued that in order to ensure
a realistic chance of identification, the
artist and the anthropologist have to work
closely together to ensure that all
information on the identity is used,
including any clues of hair length or form,
facial hair, illness, lifestyle or clothing
(Stoney and Koelmeyer 1998: 55).
Despite the only 38% identification rate in
Helmer's experiment (1993), others such
as Gerasimov (1971) report that virtually
all of his approximately 140
reconstructions have been positively
identified (Vanezis and Vanezis 2002:
202).
From a recent facial
reconstruction questionnaire conducted
by Tyrrell et aL (1997) 15 facial
reconstruction experts and physical or
forensic anthropologists concluded that
facial reconstruction methods are useful
but only partly reliable and would not be
sufficiently accurate to serve as
independent evidence in a court of law.
Factors contributing to the unreliability of
facial reconstructions include
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unpredictable variables other than facial
thickness such as fatty tissue, facial hair
and wrinkles (Tyrrell et aL 1997). The
experts concluded that although facial
reconstruction was not accurate enough
for evidence in court, it was very useful in
triggering renewed interest in
investigations,often leading to the finding
of missing persons, in historical
reconstructions and for use in exhibitions.
They also claim that forensic
anthropological methods for estimating
age, sex, stature and race are very accurate
and greatly aid in the reconstructions
(Tyrrell et aL 1997). Overall, the experts
questioned said that facial reconstruction
is useful as part of the total analysis of
identification but is not yet accurate
enough to stand on its own (Tyrrell et aL
1997). They believe that insufficient
research, such as blind studies, has been
conducted, and that the field should be
further investigatedand improved upon to
make it more scientifically accurate
(Tyrrellet aL 1997).
Facial reconstruction is a form of
forensic art that serves to aid in the
identification of an unknown person
when all elsehas failed (George 1987). As
any facial reconstructor will quickly say,
facial reconstruction is at best a tool for
producing images that are an
approximation of what a face may have
looked like in life (Tyrrell et aL 1997). The
techniques employed to create these
approximations vary from drawing to
sculpting to computer generated methods,
and within these disciplines further by the
creation of different techniques such as
two-dimensional drawing or three-
dimensional computer imaging (George
1987). Although Reichs (1998)praises the
subjectivity of 3-D reconstruction, this
same subjectivityis often a criticism of the
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technique. It has been argued that a skull
could be given to two different sculptors
resulting in two different distinct
interpretations (Stephan and Henneberg
2001). However, the goal of facial
reconstruction is to create a likely image
of what a person looked like in life and
individual differences in facial features
have been shown to be able to be
reproduced (Stephan and Henneberg
2001: 432). Despite varied attempts at the
standardization of the traditional
reconstruction techniques, facial
reconstruction stands on the threshold
between art and science, where the artist
and scientist work together to produce an
image which will ideally lead to the
identification of an unknown person
(Tyrrell et aL 1997). While traditional clay
reconstruction has been shown to
possibly offer a 68% identification rate, it
is often considered time consuming and
limited. With the advances in today's
technology, the use of computer
superimposition, two-dimensional
drawing, and three-dimensional imaging,
are becoming more popular methods in
the investigation and the identification of
human skeletal remains. The
computerized methods have the
advantage of storing facial features for
future use, increased speed of
construction, increased flexibility in
blending features to fit the standard tissue
depth markers and a decrease of the
dependence on the skill of the
reconstructor (Stoney and Koelmeyer
1999). If even one person has been
identified by any method of facial
reconstruction, it can be said that all
efforts are justified (Stoney and
Koelmeyer 1999). As Taylor (2001: 49)
points out, forensic artists seek to
document that which is most individual
about a given countenance with the intent
of identifying the owner of that face.
Forensic facial reconstruction is an
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approximation of appearance, it involves
the collaboration of science and art to
recreate an individual's face that is
recognizable by friends or family
members and to aid in law enforcement
investigations (Reichs 1998).
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